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ABSTRACT 

The arrival of new and innovative space systems, such as large constellations comprising hundreds or even 
thousands of satellites, as well as in-orbit servicing missions proposing multiple spacecraft visitations, 
manoeuvres and orbital activities, pose potential new risks.  The possibility that these new systems could adversely 
affect the space debris environment, adding more uncontrolled objects such as mission remains and failed 
satellites, is significant.   

Currently there are a number of international treaties and conventions providing best-practice guidelines and 
standards, to help combat the issues of space debris. To develop relevant national and international policies, as 
well as build a robust and appropriate licensing approach to these systems, it is essential that the effects of these 
undertakings on the orbital environment both in the immediate future and in the longer term, are well understood.  

To support this, the UK Space Agency (UKSA) is currently developing a new in-house risk assessment capability, 
with the goal of better understanding both the likelihood and the consequences of unexpected in-orbit events for 
these new systems. A key aim will be to ensure that these new capabilities are underpinned with first-principles 
physics models, combined with high-fidelity data, and validated thoroughly through-out. This paper seeks to 
define some of issues that UKSA are attempting to better understand and provide details on the development 
currently taking place.  

1. UK SPACECRAFT LICENSING 

The UK currently licenses spacecraft under the 1986 
Outer Space Act (OSA) [1], developed through 
adherence to the UK obligations under the UN 
COPUOS space treaties. The OSA ensures that 
licensing activities are consistent with our 
international obligations, do not impair national 
security, do not jeopardise public health or property, 
prevents the contamination of outer space, preserves 
the environment and do not interfere with other 
users of the orbital environment. If an operator 
wishes to operate from the UK, then UKSA can 
award a license subject to assessments of the 
missions safety, sustainability and security.  

Licensing incorporates both authorisation, which 
follows the initial technical assessments, followed 
by supervision, which considers ongoing 
compliance to the license conditions (Figure 1). 
Currently authorisation depends on technical 
assessments meeting best-practice guidelines and 
standards, including ISO, IADC, UN, NASA and 
ESA. However, these are often treated as necessary 
conditions, rather than sufficient, as each mission is 
treated on a case-by-case basis. 

Most recently, UKSA has introduced a pre-
application phase called the ‘Traffic Light System’ 

(TLS) which attempts to encourage greater 
transparency of technical assessment process, 
reduce process burden on operator/applicant, 
improve the predictability of timescales/outcomes 
and help promote safe, secure, sustainable access to 
space. However, the nature of the approach means 
that it is currently limited to what UKSA might 
consider to be ‘standard missions’ (Figure 2). 

In recent years, the number of novel missions of 
increased scale and complexity has increased 
substantially, including large constellations and 
rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO). These 
new systems offer new challenges to long term 
space sustainability (LTS). For example, large 
constellations present many questions on best 
practice: Is the ’25 year’ rule good enough? What is 
the necessary and sufficient post mission disposal 
(PMD) rate or reliability? When is enough enough 
in orbit? And how should the concept of operations 
(CONOPS) of these missions be assessed and 
regulated? Whilst these issues are often explored at 
international forums, such as the IADC, national 
regulators need to be able to understand and assess 
the risks of these new missions, from both a safety 
and a long-term sustainability point of view. 
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Figure 1: Current UK licensing process 

 

 

Figure 2: RPO class missions compared to UKSA defined ‘standard’ and ‘constellation’ type license categories 

2. TECHNICAL RISK ASSESSMENT 

UKSA currently performs a combination of 
qualitative and quantitative technical reviews to 
mitigate as much as possible the risk that a mission 
might pose. The qualitative assessments include 
reviews of the launcher, space segment (platform), 
ground segment, operations and security. This 
information is used both to directly inform the 
overall assessment, as well as to feed into 
subsequent quantitative analysis, as now described. 

To better quantify mission risks and therefore 
improve our decision-making capabilities, UKSA is 
currently developing the in-house predictive Orbital 
Risk Assessment Capability (ORAC), which is 
being used to build a comprehensive picture of the 
likely in-orbit risks.  The overall risk assessment of 
a mission is treated by performing a range of 
analyses building a picture of the total risk profile. 

 

2.1 Reliability and failure assessment 

Through extensive fault-tree analysis and failure 
mode analysis, an estimate for single platform’s 
reliability can be made. Based on the assessed 
spacecraft reliability an assessment of the likely 
number of satellite failures, as well as the altitude at 
which they fail, can be performed. The goal of this 
assessment is to determine whether the post-mission 
disposal (PMD) rate meets current international 
standards, as well as to compare the PMD to current 
licensed spacecraft. The failure profiles will also be 
used in subsequent analyses to determine 
uncontrolled collision risk and long-term 
sustainability. For a complex system, such as a large 
constellation, the location of spacecraft in the orbital 
environment is highly dynamic. UKSA have 
developed, as part of the ORAC library, a complex 
system traffic simulator module which can manage 
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the locations and activities of all the components of 
a dynamic system.   

 

Figure 3 illustrates the frequency history of an 
example constellation of 900 spacecraft with a 5 
year individual lifespan and 90% PMD rate, and low 
thrust propulsion phases from a low LEO insertion 
orbit (500km) to the operational height (1000km). In 
this example, the constellation is maintained by 
replenishment for 10 years, and then disposed of (no 
more replenishment). Reliability of the spacecraft, 
based on random component failure (or, if data is 
available, systematic failure issues) can be 
incorporated into the system assuming constant rate 
Poisson statistics and using a Monte-Carlo 
technique. The loiter time of failed satellites (Figure 
4) in conjunction with their spatial distribution 
(determined from Figure 5), can be used to calculate 
the PMD which is assessed against current best 
practice and international standards. This 

information can also be used to estimated short-term 
collision risk, as well as inform longer term issues in 
the systems sustainability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Operational safety 

Ensuring the safety of spacecraft, both those 
licensed and other active spacecraft in the orbital 
environment is of paramount importance. This 
component of the assessment includes analysis of 
the collision likelihood with trackable and 
untrackable objects, as well as analysis of the 
frequency of close encounters that the mission will 
exhibit.  

2.2.1 Debris Collision Analysis 

There are approximately 18,000 objects in the 
publicly available SATCAT and of these only 
around 11% are operationally active satellites. The 

current tracking and OD capability of the US Space 
Surveillance Network (SSN) means that cataloguing 
objects down to ~ 10 cm is possible. It is estimated 
that there are also around 129 million objects 
ranging between 1mm and 10cm [2]. It is important 
that small objects below the SSN tracking threshold 
are also considered as they too pose the potential for 
catastrophic impacts.  

In the present analysis we distinguish between 
trackable (≥ 10 cm) and untrackable (< 10 cm) 
objects, and compare results to the NASA debris 
mitigation requirements for large and small objects 
(4.5-1 and 4.5-2)  [3] . As part of our standard 

Figure 3: Illustration of spacecraft time-history for 
the complete constellation history over 20 years, 
showing the tallies of spacecraft at different mission 
phases including raising, in-service and de-orbiting, 
as well as tallies of totals launched and lost. 

 Figure 4: Time-space mapping of failed spacecraft as a 
result of the random failure of constellation spacecraft. 

 
Figure 5: Percentage of launched spacecraft still in 
orbit. As the system reaches equilibrium then the 
failure rate will asymptote, in this case to around 
96% success. 
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assessment process we determine collision 
probabilities for individual satellites in addition to 
the aggregate collision risk for licenses, and also for 
the full system (constellation). Since the NASA 
requirements were intended for single satellites we 
perform a straightforward comparison for the 
individual satellite case and then use the time until 
violation as a metric for the license and constellation 
case. In this paper we describe only the latter 
methods.  

When evaluating debris fluxes for object sizes ≥ 10 
cm we only consider collision probabilities 
associated with failed satellites. We assume: 

 All objects ≥ 10 cm will be tracked by SSN 
and appropriate CDM messages will be 
issued. 

 Active satellites will perform successful 
collision avoidance manoeuvres. 

Using outputs from our failure and reliability 
assessment in 2.1, knowledge of the  satellite failure 
altitudes, and the time-space mapping of failed 
satellites (Figure 4) we can integrate time-dependent 
debris fluxes at each time-step to calculate the 
cumulative number of collisions (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: Cumulative collisions of lethal trackable 
objects against failed satellites in a generic 
constellation. Within a span of 20 years of 
operations we see the total number of collisions are  
still well below the NASA large object requirement 
4.5-1 threshold. 

A similar process can be repeated for untrackable 
objects and active satellites by coupling knowledge 
of the spacecraft trajectories with time-dependent 
debris fluxes. The NASA debris requirements for 
small debris (4.5-2) states: 

“Limiting debris generated by collisions with small 
objects when operating in Earth or lunar orbit: For 
each spacecraft, the program or project shall 
demonstrate that, during the mission of the 
spacecraft, the probability of accidental collision 
with orbital debris and meteoroids sufficient to 

prevent compliance with the applicable post-
mission disposal requirements is less than 0.01”. 

By considering the satellite mass, expected impactor 
relative velocity, density and shape, we can estimate 
the impactor size that would result in a catastrophic 
collision (assuming a catastrophic energy-to-mass 
ratio of 40 J/g). Assessing collision probabilities for 
debris sizes ≥ dcrit allows comparison with the 
NASA small debris requirement (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7: Cumulative collisions of lethal 
untrackable objects (≥ dcrit = 4.5mm). The 
intersection of the NASA 4.5-2 requirement (red) 
and full constellation system (green) provides a time 
indication of how long the entire constellation can 
operate for before violating the requirement (~7 
years) 

2.2.2 Close Encounter Frequency Analysis 

The Combined Space Operations Centre (CSpOC) is 
responsible for issuing CDMs to satellite operators 
for whom they have determined are at sufficiently 
high risk of collision. Receiving a CDM will often 
add some degree of operational burden to operators 
who typically perform an internal screening to 
assess whether or not a collision avoidance 
manoeuvre is warranted. Since constellation 
operators may be faced with tens or even hundreds 
of thousands of CDMs per day, it is important from 
the point of view of a regulator that this number is 
well within their operational capability. 

Within ORAC a module has been developed to 
estimate the close encounter frequency between 
satellites. This tool provides a quantitative measure 
of two spacecraft coming within a threshold-miss 
distance (Figure 8); the algorithm is based on the 
Minimum Orbital Intersection Distance (MOID) 
method described by Gronchi [4]. By setting the 
miss distance equal to a screening volume typically 
used in conjunction assessment the close encounter 
frequency can be used as a proxy for the expected 
number of CDMs. This information can be used by 
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regulators to qualitatively assess if operators have 
the infrastructure, automation and ground processes 
required to adequately deal with screening. 

Assessing the close encounter rate for the entire 
current UK satellite population provides a further 
risk metric to which future proposed constellations 
can be compared to. Additionally, we can use the 
close encounter data with satellite financial value to 
provide financial risk metrics which can be used in 
studies concerning 3rd party liability. This financial 
tool will form part of the ORAC suite and is 
currently under development. 

2.3 Long-term sustainability  

Due to the complexity of the orbital environment, a 
coupled simulation of how the system evolves over 
time, including future launches, re-entries, 
collisions, fragmentations across all objects in the 
environment, is necessary. 

To capture this complexity the UK Space Agency 
performs simulations using the University of 
Southampton’s DAMAGE model to assess the  
long-term effects of deploying large systems and 
constellations. 

Results from this model have been helpful in 
understanding the environmental sensitivity to 
constellation parameters such as the orbital plane 
separation (Figure 10), PMD rate and satellite 
lifetime. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Illustration of collision rate sensitivity to 
constellation separation distance. The evidence 
suggests increasing the plane separation drastically 
reduces intra-constellation collision risk. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The UK Space Agency’s Orbital System Group is 
actively developing tools that aim to understand and 
assess the risks posed by New Space, particularly 
large constellations.  

These codes seek to address key issues relating to 
spacecraft reliability and failure, in-orbit safety and 
the long-term sustainability of the orbital 
environment. 

Ensuring that operators are complying with 
internationally accepted best practices, guidelines 
and requirements is an important part of our 
regulatory activity, and while many of the 
aforementioned tools can be extremely helpful to 
quantify probabilities, guide best practise and form 
new metrics of risk, core challenges remain. The 
international community has yet to determine what 
constitutes a “sustainable” environment and 
establish appropriate debris mitigation measures. 
Governments must also take care to consider both 
the economic opportunities in New Space and the 
consequences to the orbital environment that may 
result from pursing them. 

Recognizing these difficulties the UK Space Agency 
continues to draw from international norms and best 
practice and is a committed and active contributor to 
highly important international fora such as the Inter-
Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee 
(IADC) and the UN Committee on Peaceful Uses Of 
Outer Space (UNCOPUOS). 

4. FUTURE WORK 

Other tools currently being developed within the 
Orbital System Group include: 

 Evolutionary collision models – Deterministic 
models that will provide a new way to assess 
medium-term collision probabilities and enable 
assessment of the impact of fragmentation 
events. 

Figure 8: Example of high frequency encounter 
partner analysis. 

Figure 9: Future orbital debris prediction with and 
without the deployment of a large constellation. 
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 Financial Risk Model – a statistical data model 

that will allow us to quantify the financial risk 
(liability) to satellites of interest. 

 
 Further development of our in-house C++ 

astrodynamics library including addition of 
semi-analytic and numerical propagators. 
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